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update.The fallout from two major decisions this week has
moved forward yet again. The Senate Intelligence

Committee released its report on CIA torture on Thursday,
declaring that under the Bush Administration's leadership,

torture was “immoral,” “illegal,” and “tantamount to
torture.” On Friday, the Obama administration upheld its

ban on military tribunals for detainees at Guantanamo Bay,
and also assured the Supreme Court that detainees held in
the U.S. cannot be transferred outside the country for fear
of torture. Not surprisingly, Thursday’s Senate report has

drawn some criticism. Jesselyn Radack, a U.S. government
employee who worked for the Justice Department as a

translator for detainees at Guantanamo Bay, wrote on her
own blog on Friday that the report showed that “We were
lied to, mistreated and abused.” She added, “And by our
government. And by the same people who consider us

unpatriotic if we don’t follow the leader.” Unfortunately, the
Senate report did much more than simply speak to the

legality of the torture program. It has a lot to say about how
the practice of torture became the norm in the CIA. After all,

the CIA wasn’t the only institution that was party to the
practice. The White House had its own torture program,
albeit one that was somewhat less coercive. And the CIA

didn’t begin its torture program alone: In October 2002, the
Bush administration 6d1f23a050
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